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Abstract

Despite its seemingly nonsensical cost, we show through modeling and simulation that redundant computation merits full consideration as a resilience strategy for next-generation systems. Without revolutionary breakthroughs in failure rates, part counts, or stable-storage bandwidths, it has been shown that the utility of Exascale systems will be crushed by the overheads of traditional checkpoint/restart mechanisms. Alternate resilience strategies must be considered, and redundancy is a proven unrivaled approach in many domains. We develop a distribution-independent model for job interrupts on systems of arbitrary redundancy, adapt Daly’s model for total application runtime, and find that his estimate for optimal checkpoint interval remains valid for redundant systems. We then identify conditions where redundancy is more cost effective than non-redundancy. These are done in the context of the number one supercomputers of the last decade, showing that thorough consideration of redundant computation is timely - if not overdue.
1 Introduction

Supercomputer scale is growing in both component count and societal impact. Once tools for governments only, today they impact everything from the evening weather forecast to tire and drug design and fission and fusion research. Their unparalleled capabilities enable breathtaking science, and demand huge financial, power, and human resources. A dark cloud of concern is rising however, due to the unavoidable outcome on current systems that increasing component counts (up to 220K sockets by 2015 [12]) and stalled component failure rates [38] result in decreasing time to job interrupt. This stems directly from the fact that current systems are designed such that the failure of any non-redundant component interrupts the entire job - and most components in today's capability systems are not redundant. The most common failure mitigation strategy is to save application state at fixed intervals, such that when interrupts do occur, jobs can restart from their last checkpoint. However, checkpoint sizes are increasing faster than checkpoint bandwidths [38]. It has been shown that the collision of these trends will render Exascale systems as "useless" due to checkpoint/restart overheads [12], and thus it is time for new reliability strategies to be explored [38, 13, 48].

A variety of approaches is possible, including message logging, uncoordinated checkpointing, checkpoint compression, and checkpointing to rack-based flash with asynchronous push to disks [20], but this paper focusses on “N+1 Redundancy” since it is unequalled as a proven-effective resilience strategy in other domains. It has been studied widely, and deployed in technical and non-technical settings ranging from circuits and space ships to communications and governance. In return for its benefits to completion and correctness in the midst of failures and faults, it unarguably involves significant costs. However, its benefits have been shown to outweigh its costs for many purposes. Redundancy is already deployed at various scales within supercomputers, including power, disks, and memory, but it has not been deployed at the macro-scale of computation itself. At that point, it is roughly assumed to completely double the cost of systems, for which the return on investment is unclear to most and silly to some. We quantitatively explore these issues, and make the following contributions:

- We derive a distribution-independent model for job interrupts on systems of arbitrary redundancy, including nonuniform, enabling greater understanding of system properties and direct calculation of quantities of interest such as mean time to job interrupt.
- We combine this with Daly’s model for total application runtime, and examine the impact of redundant computation on HPC’s paramount metric - total time to solution.
- We show that Daly’s estimate for optimal checkpoint interval remains valid for dual-redundant systems, assuming poisson process node failures.
- We do these in the context of the top ranked supercomputers of the last decade, and find that the point at which redundancy is more cost effective than non-redundant falls well within existing system sizes and failure rates, making thorough consideration of redundant computation sensible and timely, if not overdue.

1.1 Related Work

Redundancy is well studied and broadly deployed, such that a thorough review of its use and properties is out of scope for this work. We thus touch on its use in computing in general, and move to supercomputing in specific. At the micro-scale, extra gates are used in a wide variety of circuits in order to compensate for manufacturing defects. Moving higher, memory chips implement error checking and correction through extra bits and logic. Taking major steps upward, computational redundancy is performed in high-availability servers [28, 32], and has been proposed for security [30].

Redundancy is already used in major supercomputer subsystems, most notably for storage of checkpoints (and all other data for and from the massive computation subsystems). Redundancy is present at multiple layers of the I/O subsystem (input/output), such as those using the Lustre filesystem [42]. First, the service
nodes which receive the data from compute nodes can be configured in a redundant fashion. Both types of such nodes - metadata servers (MDS) and object storage servers (OSS) - can be configured in a failover mode such that the failure of either node type does not interrupt the storage process. Secondly, OSS nodes are typically connected to multiple object storage targets (OST), which are typically redundant arrays of independent disks (RAID [33]) - specifically designed to survive disk failures. It is ironic that even with such extensive redundancy, I/O subsystems are still a significant cause of service interrupts [37], and that avoiding them by writing fewer checkpoints has been observed to actually improve job mean time to failure [29].

The compute subsystem is however the largest, and a primary source of interrupt causes [38]. Computational redundancy for HPC however has been neither extensively studied nor deployed. Factors for this include the extreme demand for compute cycles (the core purpose of supercomputing) coupled with their significant procurement and power expenses, and insufficient research on the efficacy of computational redundancy. Recently, Schroeder [38] and others [52] have suggested redundant computation (also termed process pairs) as a possible path forward. Engelmann et al. [15] make a case for double and triple redundancy for HPC in terms of the availability of the system, particularly regarding the dramatic increase of the availability of a system with various levels of redundancy. One of his observations is that the availability gains of redundancy are so great that, in order to offset costs, less reliable and less expensive components can be used. His thesis describes active/active redundancy, includes surveys on systems and strategies, and includes models similar to ours, but he focusses on availability, and dual and triple redundancy in the service section of HPC systems [14]. We instead explore mean time to job interrupt and total application runtime [10] for arbitrary redundancy in the compute section. Daly has also developed a model for job interrupts (which he refers to as “application fatal errors”) [9], but whereas he focusses on dependency hierarchies to model interrupt rates, we explore redundant computation as an interrupt reduction strategy.

We have implemented a library called rMPI which performs redundant computation as described in this paper, without requiring any changes to existing applications or systems, via the MPI profiling layer. The user specifies how many ranks should be replicated, and the library takes care of the details from there. It is a proof-of-concept implementation, and does not provide full functionality (such as, it does not currently handle I/O), but we have run micro-benchmarks and four full Sandia-significant applications at scales up to 2,048 nodes. Total slowdown of the four applications were 5%, 10%, 10% and 20%. Additional details are available elsewhere [16]. More extensive description of our simulator and lessons learned from it are also available [36], but the focus of the current paper is modeling.

We now survey existing systems in Section 2, develop our model in Section 3, and explore exponential failures in Section 4. In Section 5 we extend Daly’s model to address non-exponential interrupts, and identify the conditions where redundancy is more cost-effective than non-redundancy in Section 6. We then conclude with future work and call for more effort to directly measure the impact of failures on real systems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>TFlops</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>Sockets</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Memory (TB)</th>
<th>Disk I/O (GB/s)</th>
<th>Checkpoint (Minutes)</th>
<th>Clock (GHz)</th>
<th>Power (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>ASCI Red</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9,632</td>
<td>9,632</td>
<td>4,562</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>ASCI White</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8,192</td>
<td>8,192</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Earth Simulator</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5,120</td>
<td>5,120</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>BlueGene/L</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>212,992</td>
<td>106,486</td>
<td>53,248</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Roadrunner</td>
<td>1,105</td>
<td>129,600</td>
<td>18,360</td>
<td>3,060</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Jaguar</td>
<td>1,759</td>
<td>224,162</td>
<td>37,376</td>
<td>18,688</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Tianhe-1A</td>
<td>2,566</td>
<td>202,752</td>
<td>21,504</td>
<td>7,168</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The number one supercomputers from the top500.org list over the last decade [4, 8, 49, 26, 3, 44], at earliest year of highest performance. “Disk” indicates maximum theoretical I/O rate. “Checkpoint” indicates time to save full memory to disk, assuming 80% of “Disk” rate [31].

2 Systems Survey

We now survey existing systems, in order to inform our terminology and scope parameter ranges to explore. Data on the number one supercomputers from the Top500 list over the last decade has been assembled in Table 1. Total processing capability (TFlops) has increased by three orders of magnitude, accomplished by increased core count, clock speed, and node count (these factors are listed in decreasing contribution order). Tianhe-1A’s use of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) is a key factor to its lower node count and power usage. Due to this, node count growth from 2000 to 2010 has only doubled. Prior to GPU’s however, node count increased by a factor of 22 from ASCI Red to BlueGene/L.

Although node count is not the primary contributor to processing capability, it is a natural description of system size: it corresponds to physical footprint, and is a common unit of management and replacement. A Linux node is the most common administrative unit of HPC systems today, and providing multiple CPU and GPU cores via a single operating system instantiation. While redundant computation could take place among cores or CPU’s within a node, many failure types within a node result in the entire node going offline (for example, non-correctable memory errors or failed CPU’s cause the Linux kernel to panic). Since our consideration of redundancy is motivated by fault tolerance, it makes sense to speak of replicating computation across nodes, rather than cores or other unit. We thus select node to be a worthwhile term to describe redundancy. This selection is purely semantic however - we will describe redundancy at the node level, but this does not constrain the generality of our models or analysis. Redundancy could occur at the core level for example, but from a fault-tolerance perspective it would be most robust if those cores were physically independent. Our discussion of redundancy focuses on overall effect - not granularity of implementation.

We were unable to find sufficient data to include a failure rate column in Table 1, but now report what we could find. Based on a study of twenty-two (anonymous) HPC systems, Gibson and Schroeder observe that failure rate grows in proportion to the number of sockets, and give an “optimistic” estimate of 0.1 failures per socket per year [18]. Dual-socket nodes are common in that study, corresponding to a mean time to node failure of 5 years (also used in [31]). ASCI White’s MTBI has been reported to be 5 hours in 2001 and 40 hours in 2003 (after the platform had stabilized). At 512 nodes, this corresponds to a mean time to node failure of 0.3 and 2.3 years respectively [24]. Consistently, ASCI Q’s reported MTBI is 6.5 hours (this had the same architecture as ASCI White) [24]. Detailed metrics are reported for Red Storm (number 2 on Top500 in 2006), corresponding to a mean time to node failure of 22 years (based on an MTBI_job of 25 hours on 7,660 nodes [40]). Per-node MTTF is also reported as 1-45 years in [46]. While the measurement and reporting is not as common as we would like [39], these do provide independent estimates to motivate the range of failure rates explored in this study.
As the last three systems in Table 1 are petascale, the HPC community has now set its sights on exascale. Projections based on transistor density and clock frequency trends indicate that such systems will likely require on the order of 100,000 sockets [7]. There is already one system with this many sockets in Table 1, but it had comparatively low memory leading to smaller checkpoints. It did encounter excessive faults with L2 cache [19], which was then overcome by greater cooperation among hardware and application layers in dealing with faults. Nevertheless, component failure rates have been observed to be stable over the last decade [38], and there is no indicator of significant improvements on the horizon. Add to this the fact that I/O bandwidth rates have not kept pace with memory size (to checkpoint) or flop rates [7], and the prudence of exploring alternate failure mitigation strategies for exascale is clear.

Other strategies include building systems with rack-local flash memory for checkpoints, which are automatically bled to traditional stable storage over time [20]. This has the advantage of being evolutionary in the sense that checkpoint-restart remains the core strategy, albeit to a different (and more expensive) hardware type. Redundancy however has a more fundamental goal - reduce the number of interrupts themselves. Message logging is another strategy. With any approach, it is likely that in order to realize sustained exascale computing rates, a higher cost for the enabling fault tolerance will have to be paid.
3 Distribution-Independent Formulation

Reliability reporting is not consistent across HPC sites, let alone distribution models. We therefore develop a model which is independent of failure distribution, using basic reliability theory. Consider a node which is put into service at time \( t = 0 \), and fails at time \( T \). The probability that it fails by time \( T \) is denoted \( F(t) = P(0 \leq T \leq t) \), and is known as its cumulative distribution function (CDF). The probability of failure after time \( T \) is known as its reliability \( R(t) \):

\[
R(t) = 1 - F(t) = P(T > t).
\]

The time derivative of a CDF is a probability density function (PDF), and describes the likelihood of failure at any given time \( t \), \( f(t) = \frac{d}{dt}F(t) \). A PDF can have values greater than 1 so is not strictly a probability, but is often normalized for this purpose. The expected time of failure \( E[T] \) is commonly referred to as mean time to failure (MTTF), and corresponds to the area under the reliability curve, and first moment of the PDF, namely:

\[
MTTF = E[T] = \int_0^\infty R(t)dt = \int_0^\infty f(t)tdt.
\]

Now consider systems composed of multiple devices. A job performing work occurring on \( n \) devices in series is interrupted upon the earliest device failure. Let \( T_i \) be the time of failure for the \( i \)th device. In order to identify the earliest \( T_i \), we test the case that all \( T_i \) are greater than \( t \) - this corresponds to the time of job interrupt, denoted \( T_j \). So, the probability that interrupt will occur after time \( t \) is \( R_j(t) = P(T_j > t) = P\{T_1 > t \cap (T_2 > t) \cap \cdots \cap (T_n > t)\} \). If the devices fail independently\(^1\), this reduces to simply multiplying all of the device reliabilities, \( R_j(t) = \prod_{i=1}^n R_i(t) \).

On the other hand, work occurring on \( m \) devices performing redundant computation in parallel continues until the failure of the last device, so we test for the case that all \( T_i \) are less than \( t \). The probability that interrupt will occur by time \( T_j \) is then \( F_j(t) = P(T \leq t) = P\{(T_1 \leq t) \cap (T_2 \leq t) \cap \cdots \cap (T_m \leq t)\} \). Again assuming independence, this becomes \( F_j(t) = \prod_{i=1}^m F(t) \).

Equations 1 and 2 of course hold for all systems (series, parallel, or combination thereof), so the mean time to job interrupt \( M_j \) is

\[
M_j = E[T_j] = \int_0^\infty R_j(t)dt = \int_0^\infty f_j(t)tdt.
\]

Any book on standard reliability theory will provide greater detail on the above relations, we used [47].

From this point forward, we will generally omit the “\((t)\)” notation for brevity, such that \( F \) refers to node CDF. Furthermore, we assume that nodes fail identically (all nodes have the same CDF), and independently (one node’s failure does not affect another). These assumptions are common [10, 52], but not universal [38, 9] regarding HPC.

We define a bundle as a set of \( m \) nodes performing redundant computations in an active-standby manner, such that a job using that bundle will not be interrupted until all nodes in the bundle fail. Since a bundle is a parallel system of nodes, as we have seen earlier its interrupt CDF will be \( F^m \), and bundle reliability will be \( 1 - F^m \). If we then run a job on a set of \( n \) bundles, it will be interrupted upon the earliest bundle failure. This is depicted in Figure 1. We now see that job reliability will be

\[
R_j = (1 - F^m)^n.
\]

\(^1\)Although independence is “suspect” [38], no other model has been proposed and doing so is beyond the scope of this work. Daly proposes a dependency hierarchy [9], but assumes independent failures.
Figure 1. A series of \( n \) bundles, each bundle composed of \( m \) nodes in parallel, where each node has a failure CDF of \( F \). The interrupt CDF of a job running on such a system is \( F_j = 1 - (1 - F^m)^n \).

Although not with HPC in mind, Turner explored this exact model and noted [43]:

It is obvious that in order to maximize \( (R_j) \), \( n \) should be as small as possible, and \( m \) as large as possible. Normally \( n \) will be decided by the functional requirements of the system, but \( m \) will depend more on cost, space available, and similar considerations.

This of course remains true today. Capability HPC systems have required large job size \( n \), and the cost of redundant computation has been avoided (keeping \( m = 1 \)) because checkpoint-restart has proven to be a sufficient fault-tolerance strategy. Given the expected increases in \( n \) for Exascale systems in particular, it is prudent to evaluate the benefits and costs of increasing \( m \) for fault-tolerance.

Equation 4 describes a system composed of bundles all having the same number of nodes, which we refer to as uniform redundancy. We refer to nonuniform redundancy in the case that a job is running on bundles of different size. If we let \( m_i \) be the number of nodes in bundle \( i \), job reliability will be

\[
R_j = \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - F^{m_i}).
\]

(5)

As before, this can be used in Equation 3 to determine the mean time to job interrupt on a system of arbitrarily complex computational redundancy.

3.1 Count of Failures

If a job running on a system with no redundancy is interrupted upon the earliest node failure, how many node failures can a job running on redundant bundles endure? Let \( k \) be the expected number of failed nodes in a bundle and \( p_k \) be the probability of that occurring, so the expected number of node failures in each bundle is

\[
E[k] = \sum_{k=1}^{m} kp_k.
\]

(6)

The discrete definition of expectation sums from zero to infinity, but no bundle has zero nodes, and no bundle has more than \( m \). At time of job interrupt we know with certainty \( (p_m = 1) \) that there is only\(^2\) one

\(^2\)This assumes that nodes do not fail at the same instant, and that the jobs interrupt immediately.
bundle with $m$ failed nodes, leaving $n - 1$ bundles with less. Since a bundle either has $k$ failed nodes or not (two possible outcomes), $p_k$ is appropriately modeled by the binomial distribution,

$$p_k = \binom{m}{k} \mathcal{F}^k (1 - \mathcal{F})^{m - k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\mathcal{F}$ is the probability of a node failing by time the time of job interrupt, $\mathcal{F} = F(t = M_j)$. Combining equations 6 and 7, we have the expected cumulative number of node failures by the time of job interrupt $H_j$ as being

$$H_j = m + (n - 1) \sum_{k=1}^{m-1} kp_k^{(m-1)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
Figure 2. The mean time to interrupt $M_j$ (the area under the $R_j$ curve) of a job increases with redundancy level ($m$), but the increase diminishes with each successive level. Here, we examine a job on a single bundle ($n = 1$) for simplicity.

4 Exponentially-Distributed Node Failures

Up to this point we have made no assumptions regarding the actual failure distribution of nodes. In order to simulate and examine predictions however, a distribution must be chosen. In this Section we examine the case that nodes fail at a constant rate of $\lambda$, and equivalently, that failure times are exponentially distributed, such that node reliability is

$$R = e^{-\lambda t}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

This is a common assumption [10, 48], and an appropriate starting case. It is not a universal assumption however [38, 51], and we address alternate distributions in Sections 5 and 6.

4.1 Uniform Redundancy

We begin by examining how increasing $m$ increases bundle reliability. Setting $n = 1$ and $m = 2$ for dual-redundancy on a single bundle, by equations 1 and 4 $R_j = 1 - (1 - R)^2 = 2R - R^2$, and by equations 3 and 9 we have mean time to interrupt being

$$M_j = \int_0^\infty R_j dt = \int_0^\infty 2e^{-\lambda t} - \int_0^\infty e^{-2\lambda t} = \frac{2}{\lambda} - \frac{1}{2\lambda} = \frac{3}{2\lambda}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

Similarly, on triple and higher redundancy ($m = 3, 4, 5$), $M_j$ is $\frac{11}{6\lambda}$, $\frac{25}{12\lambda}$, and $\frac{137}{60\lambda}$ respectively. Successive levels of redundancy yield diminishing returns in mean time to bundle failure - namely 50% from no redundancy to dual, 22% from dual to triple, triple to quadruple 14%, and quadruple to quintuple of 9%. $R_j$ and $M_j$ of a single bundle are depicted in Figure 2.

The benefits of dual redundancy include detection of soft errors, reduction in mean time to job interrupt, possible minimization of rework via immediate checkpoint upon the first node failure (but before bundle failure), and the possibility of checkpoint-free operation if failed nodes can be replaced quickly enough. For example, halt a computation upon first node failure, repair or replace it, and resume computation (discussed again in Section 6). In addition to these, triple redundancy enables correction of soft errors via voting among bundled nodes [15]. The advantages of higher levels of redundancy are less pronounced. Given the
significant costs of large systems, diminishing gains in successive redundancy levels, and distinct resilience opportunities, we focus our discussion on dual and triple redundancy.

Our next step is to examine how increasing job size $n$ affects job mean time to interrupt. Figure 3 shows the time to interrupt distribution for non-redundant, dual, and triple redundancy for a system of $n = 10,000$ bundles and node mean time to failure of 20 years (a large system, with good MTTF nodes, based on Section 2). That mean time to job interrupt is increased from 17 hours to 63 days via (only) dual-redundancy suggests promise. As with bundle failures, increasing redundancy levels yield decreasing gains in mean time to job interrupt - in this case a factor of 89 for none to dual ($\simeq 63 \text{ days} / 17 \text{ hrs}$) versus 5 for dual to triple ($\simeq 309 \text{ days} / 63 \text{ days}$).

However, when multiple bundles are placed in series, the system reliability is the product of each of the bundle’s reliability. Thus a plot of system PDF looks just like Figure 2, except that the compounding effect of the number of bundles $n$ results in much smaller reliability areas, and more pronounced differences among redundancy levels. The product of 10,000 $m = 1$ bundles is much smaller than that of 10,000 $m = 2$ bundles, as shown by the dots in Figure 3. So as job size increases, the relative gain in mean time to job interrupt from non-redundant to redundant increases. This is intuitive - the more bundles, the less likely that any one will encounter two node failures. We also note that when the ratio of improvement in $M_j$ from one redundancy level to another is calculated, the node failure rate $\lambda$ cancels out, and as trivia, order of magnitude improvements in $M_j$ for dual over no redundancy occur at $n = 115$ and $n = 12,606$.

Note that job interrupts on redundant systems are not exponentially distributed, as they are on non-redundant systems ($m = 1$). Thus, checkpoint models based on exponentially distributed job interrupts (such as [10]) may not be accurate for redundant systems. We will explore this in Section 6, where we evaluate redundancy’s impact on the paramount HPC metric, total time to solution.

Birthday Problem

We now review the case of $m = 2$ as presented previously [35], and suggest generalization to higher order of $m$. The classic birthday problem states, “what is the average number of people required to find a pair with the same birthday?” It can be shown that if one samples uniformly, with replacement, from a population of size $N$, the number of trials required for the first repeated sampling of some individual has expected value $1 + Q$, where $Q = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{N!}{(N-k)!N^k} [27, 17, 25]$. Holst later showed that $Q \approx \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2}}N - \frac{1}{3}$ for large $N$ [23]. For
The birthday problem estimate for dual-redundancy agrees with our model, at large $n$.

dual-redundancy, the total population of nodes is twice the job size ($N = 2n$), and we are interested in large job size so $1 - \frac{1}{3}$ is negligible. By analogy, consider nodes as individuals and bundles as birthdate: “how many node failures can occur before a single bundle experiences two?” The answer is

$$\hat{H}_j = \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{n}} \approx 1 + Q = 1 + \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2}} 2n - \frac{1}{3}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

This remarkable result provides a simple estimate for the number of node failures by time of job interrupt on dual redundant systems. Note that $H_j$ is completely independent of node failure rate.

To find the total number of times a device with constant failure rate will fail, simply multiply failure rate by total time. This is a direct result of cumulative failure rate, $H = \int_0^t \frac{F'}{1-F} dt = \int_0^t \frac{d}{t} - \frac{1}{t} dt = \lambda t$. To find the total number of failures in a population, simply multiply by the population size. Given $2n$ total nodes for dual-redundancy, operating until time of job interrupt $t = M_j$, the total number of node failures is $\hat{H}_j = 2n\lambda M_j$. Combining this with equation 11 and solving for mean time to job interrupt, we have

$$\hat{M}_j = \frac{\sqrt{\pi}}{2\lambda \sqrt{n}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Figure 4 depicts that this simple birthday-problem estimate for dual-redundancy agrees with our full model, at large $n$.

Current systems are non-redundant, corresponding to $m = 1$. In this case, equation 3 reduces wonderfully to the well-known $M_j = 1/\lambda n$. The practical meaning is not wonderful however - that $M_j$ varies inversely with $n$ is bane for capability users, and boon to resilience researchers. Above we see that $M_j$ varies as $1/\sqrt{n}$ for $m = 2$ and large $n$. Figure 5 shows $M_j$ as a function of $n$ for triple and quad redundancy as well. The linear slopes on the log-log plot indicate a general power law, and were numerically fit to be $-1/m$ at large $n$, suggesting that

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} M_j \propto \frac{1}{\sqrt{n}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

We can not currently provide an analytical proof of this starting from equation 4, but note related results for interested readers [22, 23, 45]. This can be left for future work, since successive levels of redundancy yield diminishing returns, and even dual-redundant computation is not yet an accepted supercomputing resilience strategy.

### 4.2 Nonuniform Redundancy

Above, we explore uniform redundancy. However, the financial cost of dedicating and powering redundant nodes is significant. Does running redundant computations on only one-half of job bundles provide one-half...
the benefit? Or, if we are running fully redundant, but then one bundle experiences a node failure, we are now running on bundles of varying size - is the best response strategy to checkpoint immediately to minimize rework, or to wait a while longer before checkpointing? Or should we try to replace the failed node with a hot spare? These motivate us to study the case of nonuniform redundancy, where a job runs on bundles of different sizes.

For clarity and relative simplicity, we focus here on the case of a job running on only two distinct bundle sizes - for example, some single-node bundles (non-redundant) and some dual-redundant bundles. Given \( N \) total nodes on which to run a job of size \( n \), all bundles can have a redundancy level of at least \( m = \left\lfloor \frac{N}{n} \right\rfloor \). In addition, \( x = N - mn \) nodes are left over, which can be distributed to other bundles to increase their redundancy level by one. We then have \( n-x \) bundles of redundancy \( m \), and \( x \) bundles of redundancy \( m+1 \), and equation 5 becomes

\[
R_j = (1 - F^m)^{n-x}(1 - F^{m+1})^x.
\]  

This of course reduces to equation 4 for uniform redundancy, where \( \frac{N}{n} \) is a positive integer and thus \( x = 0 \).

Also for simplicity, first consider a job on \( n = 5 \) bundles. All bundles can be non-redundant (\( N = 5 \)), or four non-redundant and one dual-redundant (\( N = 6 \)), and so on up to five dual-redundant bundles (\( N = 10 \)). The resulting \( R_j \) and \( M_j \) are depicted in Figure 6. Adding nodes to a subset of a job’s bundles does not result in a linear increase in mean time to job interrupt. Just above uniform redundancy, additional nodes make a very small difference compared to their effect just below a uniform redundancy level. The smaller reliability of non-redundant bundles has a greater effect in the overall product than the larger reliability of redundant bundles. Figures 2 and 6 are complimentary (and use the same node failure rate), but note that the time axis here is reduced by a factor of 5, corresponding to a job size of 5 - the reliability of a job on \( n \) bundles is the product of the reliability of all \( n \) bundles, then integrate for mean time to interrupt.

Figure 7 shows the trend for large job sizes. Again, it can be clearly seen that losing a few nodes below a uniform redundancy level has a much greater impact than adding a few above a uniform redundancy level. We observe steps at uniform redundancy levels, and non-linear increases between them, caused by the exponents in equation 14. The dots in Figures 3, 5, and 7 all indicate the same points, in order to facilitate comparison from multiple perspectives. The practical lesson here is that nonuniform redundancy is of limited value. If redundancy is to be deployed, it is most beneficial to deploy it at uniform levels. Given uniform levels, extra nodes could be used as hot-spare to repair non-uniform bundles; we discuss this in section 6.
Figure 6. The increases in mean time to job interrupt $M_j$ accelerate towards uniform redundancy levels. This plot shows a small job ($n = 5$), running at no redundancy ($x = 0$), increasing non-uniform redundancy ($x = 1$ to 4), and fully dual-redundant ($x = 5$).

Figure 7. Mean time to job interrupt $M_j$ does not increase linearly with increasing total nodes $N$ given to jobs of size $n$ running with non-uniform redundancy. $M_j$ is affected most just below uniform redundancy boundaries, where $\frac{N}{n}$ is a positive integer. The dots match those in Figures 3 and 5.
5 Modeling Application Runtime, with Arbitrarily Distributed Job Interrupts

Daly has developed a model of total application runtime, taking into consideration the time spent writing checkpoints at regular intervals, and time spent restarting from such a checkpoint [10]. We refer interested readers to his full derivation, and here jump in with his distribution-independent equation for the total time an application runs in order to reach a solution, $T_w$ (equation 18 in [10]). This is distinct from the time a job runs, because in order to reach a solution in the presence of interruptions, multiple jobs are needed.

$$T_w = \frac{M_j(T_s - \delta + \delta T_s / \tau)}{M_j - \{E(\tau + \delta) + R\}R_j(R + \tau + \delta) - E(R + \tau + \delta)F_j(R + \tau + \delta)}$$

(15)

This is composed of $T_s$, the time required to solve a computational problem (eg, without any interruption overhead), a fixed interval of time between checkpoints $\tau$, time to write the checkpoint $\delta$, and time to restart $R$ after an interruption has occurred. We have used our notation of $M_j$, $F_j$, and $R_j$, rather than his $M$, $P(\tau)$ and $1 - P(\tau)$ respectively. $E(\Delta t)$ denotes the expected time of interruption within the interval $\Delta t$, so $E(\tau + \delta)$ is the expected time of interrupt during a compute-checkpoint interval, and $E(R + \tau + \delta)$ is the same but including a restart (from the preceding interruption).

Daly’s next steps assume that job interrupts are exponentially distributed, which follows from exponentially distributed node failures on non-redundant systems. As seen in Figure 3 however, even exponentially distributed node failures do not result in exponentially distributed job interrupts on redundant systems, and furthermore we want to explore non-exponential node failures [38]. Only a minor revision to how $E(\Delta t)$ is calculated is necessary to enable these paths of exploration. As in Daly’s case

$$E(\Delta t) = \int_0^{\Delta t} t g(t) dt,$$

(16)

but $g(t)$ (the probability of interrupt at time $t$ into any $\Delta t$ interval), becomes

$$g(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{\infty} f_j(t + i\Delta t),$$

(17)

where $f_j(t)$ is a job interrupt PDF for a system of arbitrary distribution or redundancy from Section 3. For $m = 1$ and exponentially distributed failures, this reduces exactly to Daly’s model, as it should.

In this Section only, we use fixed parameters matching [10] Figure 5: $T_s = 500$ hours, $R = 10$ minutes, $\delta = 5$ minutes, and $M_j = 15$ minutes (for $m = 1$ and $n = 100$). While these are not practical per Section 2, they do provide a direct bridge of comparison with Daly’s work, upon which we are building. Importantly, we note that this section’s results are consistent with those in the next (where more practical values are used), so our conclusions here are general rather than limited to these parameter values. Figure 8 shows application runtime $T_w$, as a function of time between checkpoints $\tau$. The non-redundant case ($m = 1$) agrees with [10], and the redundant cases show that redundant computation can yield a solution much faster than non-redundant. We have also written a simple discrete-event simulator, and show its results as dots in Figure 8, showing consistency with the model.

The minimums for each curve in Figure 8 correspond to the checkpoint interval which minimizes time to solution, $\tau_{opt}$. We have already seen that redundant computation provides longer mean time to job interrupt than non-redundant, it follows that optimal checkpoint interval is also longer. Fewer interrupts are encountered, meaning fewer restarts and fewer rework segments, thus requiring fewer checkpoints. In this case, dual redundant enables a minimum total runtime of 722 hours (with $\tau_{opt} = 32$ minutes, determined by numerical minimization) compared to 2,504 hours (with $\tau_{opt} = 9$ minutes) without redundancy. For
twice the nodes, time to solution is cut to less than one third - clearly demonstrating that redundancy’s benefits can overtake its costs. In this case, the non-redundant system spends a ridiculous four fifths of its runtime dealing with interrupts rather than making meaningful progress solving the problem at hand ($\simeq (T_w - T_s)/T_w$). The next subsection identifies where the crossover occurs from being ridiculous to run redundant, versus being ridiculous not to (such as in this case). However, we must first touch on estimates for optimal checkpoint interval and total runtime.

While closed-form solution of $\tau_{opt}$ on redundant systems is a topic of future work, we can provide observations from numerical evaluation of the model and simulation. Young proposed \[\tau_{opt} = \sqrt{2\delta M_j},\] which Daly revised to \[\tau_{opt} = A\sqrt{2\delta M_j} - \delta,\] where $\tau_{opt}$ is within 5% of true optimal for $A = 1$ and $\delta < \frac{1}{2}M_j$. He also provided a “higher-order” estimate within 0.2% of true optimal, where $A = 1 + \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{\delta}{2M_j} \right)^{1/2} + \frac{1}{5} \left( \frac{\delta}{2M_j} \right)$ and $\delta < 2M_j$ [10]. Table 2 shows the results of using each of these estimators for the experiment in Figure 8. Although these all assume exponentially distributed job interrupts (which we have shown not to be the case), they all result in a $T_w$ within 1% of true optimal (per numeric optimization of equation 15). This is because the redundant-computation systems are operating in a very stable region, where mean time to interrupt is significantly less than time to checkpoint. Given its simplicity and prevalence in the literature, we will use Daly’s estimate with $A = 1$ for the rest of this paper, which focusses on dual-redundancy.

Since Daly’s estimate for $\tau_{opt}$ is still valid for dual-redundant systems, perhaps his exponential-interrupt solution for $T_w$ is as well? Using our birthday-problem estimates dual-redundancy, this would be \[\hat{T}_w = M_j e^{R/M_j} \left( e^{(\tau + \delta)/M_j} - 1 \right) \frac{T_s}{\tau}.\] We find that this significantly underestimates $T_w$ for dual-redundancy, as shown in Figure 9, so the full formulation in equation 15 for total runtime should be used instead for accuracy. We reiterate that $\tau_{opt}$ and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau_{opt}$ [min]</th>
<th>$T_w$ [hr]</th>
<th>$m = 1$</th>
<th>$m = 2$</th>
<th>$m = 3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young</td>
<td>12.2 : 2,573</td>
<td>37.5 : 724.8</td>
<td>57.0 : 622.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daly (A = 1)</td>
<td>7.2 : 2,546</td>
<td>32.5 : 722.1</td>
<td>52.0 : 621.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daly (higher-order)</td>
<td>9.1 : 2,504</td>
<td>34.1 : 722.5</td>
<td>53.8 : 621.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeric solution</td>
<td>9.1 : 2,504</td>
<td>31.8 : 722.1</td>
<td>61.2 : 621.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Total application runtime $T_w$ resulting from different estimates for optimal checkpoint interval $\tau_{opt}$. The total difference in $T_w$ among estimates is miniscule.

**Figure 9.** Simply estimating $\hat{M}_j$ and plugging it into Daly’s runtime equation for non-redundant systems (Equation 20) can significantly underestimate true runtime $T_w$ on dual redundant computation systems, 12% at $\tau_{opt}$ in this case. Parameter values here match those in Figure 8.

$\hat{T}_w$ were evaluated for the experiments in the next section, and were consistent with the above conclusions; Daly’s parameter values were only used here as a bridge of comparison to his work.
6 Conditions Where Dual-Redundant Computation Is Cost Effective

It has been intuitively suggested that process-pairs may be cost-effective once an application spends roughly half of its runtime on fault-related activities such as checkpoints and restarts [18]. We have studied various aspects of redundant computation, but none is more important than this bottom line: at what point does redundant computation become cost effective? Regarding fault-tolerance, application efficiency is the ratio of solve time to total runtime, $T_s/T_w$ [11]. When this falls below 50%, the application is spending more than half its time coping with interrupts rather than solving the problem the application was written for. Here we examine the straightforward case that a given system of $N$ nodes is used to run an application. It can run the system with $N$ application ranks in non-redundant mode, or can run the application with $N/2$ ranks in dual-redundant computation mode via rMPI or similar [36]. In this case, total runtime is a complete cost comparison, as the equipment and power costs are the same per unit time.

Given a total of $N$ nodes that never fail, let us assume that the total runtime of the $N/2$ rank application would be twice that of the $N$ rank application (weak scaling). This is pessimistic because real applications are rarely embarrassingly parallel - in actuality, running on half the nodes will require less than twice the time due to decreased parallelism overhead. However, let us also assume that the overhead incurred by the redundant computation mechanism is zero. Thus, we use balanced first-order assumptions - the runtime cost of redundancy is paid for by gains in application scaling.

The aforementioned simulator was used to generate the results in this section, as it was faster than our tools for numerical evaluation of the analytical model for redundant systems at large $N$. The simulator was carefully verified as matching all the analytical model results we have presented thus far.

Take the case where $T_s=500$ hours for $m = 1$ and $T_s=1000$ hours for $m = 2$: Figure 10(a) depicts total runtime $T_w$ as a function of total nodes $N = nm$, for a reasonable range of node failure rates, and assuming exponentially-distributed failures. If node mean time to failure ($1/\lambda$) is 5-10 years [18, 31], it will be more cost-effective to run redundant rather than non-redundant on a system size of 15-20 thousand nodes. If $1/\lambda$ is 20 years, crossover occurs at a system size of approximately 28k nodes. All of these values are well within the practical bounds of section 2.

Whereas some studies assume a fixed time to write a checkpoint [10, 41, 34], the simulations underlying Figure 10(a) assume that checkpoint time $\delta$ increases linearly with job size $n$ (as does [31]). This is practical - the more nodes, the more memory to checkpoint. Although network capacity also increases with $n$, the I/O subsystem quickly becomes the limiting factor [31]. We also assume a fast filesystem per Section 2, and apply the same 80% of theoretical bandwidth limitation, such that $\delta = n \times 16GB/(.8 \times 240GB/s)$. So, checkpoint time $\delta$ increases linearly in Figure 10(a): from 9 minutes at the crossover for node failure rate $\lambda$ of 1 per year, to 56 minutes for $\lambda = 1/40yr$, for the non-redundant case of $N$ application ranks. For the dual-redundant case of $N/2$ application ranks, the checkpoint time is half those values, as only one node in each bundle needs to write a checkpoint. This opens another opportunity - perhaps the non-checkpointing nodes could continue computing, and when the checkpointing nodes finish they could fast-forward to the state of the non-checkpointing nodes, further decreasing the runtime impact of checkpoints. It is common for HPC filesystems to be tuned for writes rather than reads, and restarts require some computational setup, so we use a restart time of $R = 2\delta$. Notice also that crossover occurs at an efficiency $T_s/T_w$ of slightly less than 50%, because the dual-redundant system is also spending time on checkpoints, restarts, and rework. However, it is operating very efficiently - better than 95% for all cases in Figure 10(a) at crossover.

So far, we have only considered the case where a job is interrupted upon the first bundle failure. However, this is not the only option available. Lets say that we can repair or replace the failed node of a bundle before its partner fails, 50% of the time. For instance, modify the Linux kernel so that it does not panic upon double-bit memory errors, but instead remaps memory to avoid the associated memory cell. It could then replace the contents of the failed memory cell using the good copy of the parter, and resume computation. Or, we quickly replace failed nodes in bundles with hot-spare, half of the time. These correspond to a 50%
(a) Exponential node failures [10].

(b) Weibull node failures with 0.8 hazard rate [38].

Figure 10. Here we show total time to solution $T_w$ as a function of the total number of nodes used $N = nm$, for non-redundant (dashed) and dual-redundant (solid) systems, assuming solve times $T_s$ of 500 hours and 1000 hours respectively. Each simulation was run 100 times, and optimal checkpoint interval $\tau_{opt}$ was calculated appropriately throughout. The crossover points (circles) where redundancy becomes more cost effective than non-redundant fall well within the size and failure rates of existing systems - especially in the Weibull case.
reduction in node failure rate $\lambda$, and a crossover point even closer to 50\% application efficiency. However, again, the redundant system is operating in a range that a 50\% decrease in node failure rate yields only a very small net reduction in runtime. Thus, while repair/replace mechanisms which redundancy would enable would be a worthwhile feature, they are not the killer feature. The killer features are the increase in mean time to interrupt, such that fewer interrupts are encountered and fewer checkpoints and restarts are required, and secondly that checkpoint and restart times are cut in half due to running on half the nodes. However, using repair/replace to avoid the non-uniform redundancy cliff described in Section 4, would yield dramatic benefits - jobs would only interrupt when bundle repair does not succeed, and checkpoint intervals could be adjusted accordingly.

We have focussed so far on exponentially distributed node failures, but Schroeder has shown this assumption to be “suspect” [38], and found that Gamma or Weibull distributions with a decreasing hazard rate fits the data more accurately. Figure 10(b) is based on her suggestion of Weibull node failures with a 0.8 hazard rate. The result is that cost-crossover points for each failure rate occur at significantly lower node counts than with exponential failures. Thus, if the literature on failure rates (Section 2) and models (Weibull) are correct, thorough consideration of redundant computation for extreme scale systems is overdue.
7 Conclusion and Recommendation

Via standard reliability modeling methods, we have examined the properties of failures and interrupts on redundant computation systems, including non-intuitive properties of non-uniform redundancy. We have adapted Daly's application runtime model to support arbitrarily distributed interrupts, and found that optimal checkpoint intervals are easily estimated for redundant systems as they are on non-redundant. We have shown that the crossover point where redundant computation is more cost effective than non-redundant is well within existing system sizes and node failure rates and distributions - justifying thorough and immediate consideration of redundant computation for extreme scale systems.

We strongly recommend that next steps include the direct measurement of application efficiency - including interrupt overheads - on real systems. This is certainly possible [11], but is rarely done (or reported) judging by its sparsity in the literature and our discussions with users. Such measurements will not only facilitate wise investment decisions regarding resilience, but should be of immediate value to the users, sites, and sponsors of large systems. We applaud the HPC community for increasing releases of failure data [2], and efforts to provide tools for measuring application efficiency [6, 1, 5], and recommend that simple tools be developed and made available for wide use. The required data resides within distinct communities (namely, administrators and users) - another example that solutions to the resilience issues facing exascale computing will require unified efforts to overcome [7, 21]. With teamwork and open minds, the prospects of yet-more-extreme computing remains bright, despite the anticipated resilience challenges.
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